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Abstract. Functions are essential building blocks of any (computer)
information system. However, development efforts to implement these
functions are fragmented: a function has multiple implementations, each
within a specific development context. Manual effort is needed handling
various search interfaces and access methods to find the desired function,
its metadata (if any), and associated implementations. This laborious
process inhibits discovery, and thus reuse. Uniform, implementationindependent access is needed. We demo the Function Hub, available
online at https://fno.io/hub: a Web application using a semantic interoperable model to map function descriptions to (multiple) implementations. The Function Hub allows editing and discovering function
description metadata, and add information about alternative implementations. This way, the Function Hub enables users to discover relevant
functions independently of their implementation, and to link to original
published implementations.
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Introduction

Functions are processes that perform a specific task by associating one or more
inputs to an output. However, the development, maintenance, and support efforts
of implementing these functions are fragmented [1], across different development
contexts (i.e., a combination of programming language, programming paradigm,
architecture, etc.). It is unfeasible to consolidate these efforts by limiting all
developers to the same development context [7]. On the one hand, implementations
are tuned to meet different requirements, and, on the other hand, there might be
prior investment [1]. The same function can thus have multiple implementations,
each within a specific development context. For example, a function to normalize
dates may have implementations available as JavaScript source code on GitHub,
as part of a Java software package on Maven, and within a REST Web API.
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As such, the exploration of function implementations is fragmented across
different search engines. To find the desired implementation, users need a combination of, among others, general search engines, online code repositories, and
package managers. To know how to invoke an implementation, additional effort is
typically needed, e.g., going through the implementation’s documentation. Such
manual effort involves handling different search interfaces and access methods.
This laborious process inhibits discovery and reuse. Existing implementations
are not found because they are built in a different development context. Hence,
the same functions are (sometimes unnecessarily) re-implemented, and the fragmentation of development efforts increases. Uniform, implementation-independent
access is needed to improve the discovery process.
In this demo paper, we present the Function Hub, which is available online at
https://fno.io/hub. The Function Hub enables editing and exploring function
description metadata, and linking them to implementations across development
contexts. Users can look for a function, optionally using advanced filtering on input
and output types. The result is a list of links to existing implementations in various
repositories and across development contexts, and machine-readable descriptions
of how to invoke them. Access is uniform and descriptions are linked, with the
potential to improve implementation reuse. Using a common semantic model,
the Function Hub allows interoperability of the function description metadata,
and allows agents to unambiguously infer how to use the implementation.
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The Function Hub

We now discuss several aspects of the Function Hub: the Function Ontology as
semantic model to describe the metadata, the characteristics of the Function
Hub application, and the read and write interfaces.
Function Ontology We use the Function Ontology (FnO) [3,4] to represent
implementation-independent function description metadata in RDF, and link
this metadata to existing and new implementations of varying development
contexts. FnO distinguishes between the (abstract) function and the (concrete)
implementation, similarly observed by Garijo et al. for workflows [5].
Functions, implementations, and the mappings between them are described
separately. Functions are represented as a transformation of input data into
output data. By providing an abstract description of a function, instead of a
new (declarative) programming language to specify all imperative steps, existing
implementations can be linked, they do not need to be re-coded in a new language.
By describing the mappings separately, the same function can be linked to multiple
implementations. For example: a date normalization function is linked to a Maven
package, a JavaScript snippet, and a REST Web API.
Web application The Function Hub allows editing and exploring all relevant
metadata with respect to functions, implementations, and mappings. All metadata
is stored and published as Linked Data, exhibiting following advantages [6]:
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(i) linking resources is a native feature of Linked Data; (ii) interoperability
is achieved by design, using standardized HTTP operations and formats; and
(iii) already available (Web) resources can be linked, for instance, by referring to
existing implementations in package managers using their published URI.
The Function Hub is a Web application, responsible for managing and publishing the function descriptions and their implementation mappings. A (public)
SPARQL endpoint of the data store is provided (https://fno.io/hub/data/
sparql), together with developer-friendly (JSON) APIs (https://fno.io/hub/
api), and a user interface (https://fno.io/hub). Its user interface is two-fold,
enabling to read and write function description metadata.
Read interface The Function Hub’s user interface helps users explore (i.e., browse
and search) function descriptions without needing to execute any queries on
the public querying endpoint. When browsing, users can navigate the different
function descriptions, and their implementation mappings, making it easy to
discover the available implementations of a function, and what type of parameters
are used. For every function, the Function Hub shows the name, description,
parameters, outputs, and a list of implementations. The declarative mappings
unambiguously describe how to invoke the found implementation. Each resource
is a link that can be resolved in the browser for more information.
When searching, users can perform common keyword search over function
names and descriptions, and advanced search which allows filtering on specific
semantic constraints for parameters and outputs, e.g., by parameter or return
type (Fig. 1). This allows more detailed search, returning more accurate results.
The results are displayed as a list of functions, which can be further inspected
via the browse functionality.

Fig. 1: Detailed, unambiguous search of functions (across implementations).
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Fig. 2: Editing a function description metadata, and adding/editing links to
implementations.
Write interface The editing environment supports creating new and editing
existing function descriptions (Fig. 2). More specifically, all metadata of the
function and its associated resources (inputs, outputs, problems) can be edited,
and mappings with implementations can be added. Updates are directly reflected
in the queryable dataset.
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Conclusion

This demo shows how abstract function descriptions, with mappings to concrete
implementations as Linked Data resources on the Web, are made available by the
Function Hub. A uniform search interface is provided, usable across development
contexts with more advanced search operators.
The Function Hub is interoperable and scalable. W3C recommendations are
used whenever possible to improve interoperability with other systems, whether it
be for the format (RDF, JSON) or the query interface (SPARQL). The Function
Hub provides merely links to implementations: the amount of stored data is
limited to metadata, leading to better scalability with respect to the amount of
available descriptions, and allows for federated querying.
The Function Hub can be used as a development context-independent search
engine that returns sufficient metadata to manually integrate an implementation
of a requested function. The Function Hub can, thus, already be used in existing
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software projects, and its usage can be compared to typical search. However, the
detailed mapping description also allows for automatic invocation of these found
implementations. This future work is being pursued by implementing Function
Handlers for different development contexts1 , further specified in [4].
The Function Hub’s data is currently manually curated. To scale up, automatic
metadata extraction approaches can be used. We can use existing frameworks
to automatically generate meaningful function descriptions, based on data of
package managers, such as npm [8], and based on programming code source files
in Java code [2]. Further, additional non-functional metadata can also be taken
into account to, e.g., represent a notion of expected quality (similar to showing
the amount of stars and forks within a GitHub repository). Once this metadata
is ingested, the Function Hub represents – and allows to search for – the contents
of these software packages in a uniform, development context-independent way.
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https://github.com/FnOio/function-handler-js and https://github.com/
FnOio/function-handler-java are Function Handler proof-of-concept implementations for JavaScript and Java, respectively.

